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Abstract—One of the most precious gift of nature
to human beings is the ability to express himself by
responding to the events occurring in his
surroundings. Every normal human being sees,
listens and then reacts to the situations by speaking
himself out. But there are some unfortunate ones
who are deprived of this valuable gift. This creates
a gap between the normal human beings and the
deprived ones. This application will help for both of
them to communicate with each other. The system
is mainly consists of two modules, first module is
drawing out Indian Sign Language(ISL) gestures
from real-time video and mapping it with humanunderstandable speech. Accordingly, second
module will take natural language as input and map
it with equivalent Indian Sign Language animated
gestures. Processing from video to speech will
include frame formation from videos, finding
region of interest (ROI) and mapping of images
with language knowledge base using Correlational
based approach then relevant audio generation
using Google Text-to-Speech (TTS) API. The other
way round, natural language is mapped with
equivalent Indian Sign Language gestures by
conversion of speech to text using Google Speechto-Text (STT) API, further mapping the text to
relevant animated gestures from the database.

mobile phones on human life. The enormous and
ever increasing Internet along smart phones has
proven a boon to mankind. The smart phone is a
most important electronic gadget in our life,
because it is with the smart phone that we stay
connected. But, despite of these advancements,
there is a certain part of the society which is
deprived of these benefits.
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The hearing disable and mute people cannot
mingle into the social world because of their
physical disabilities. Unintentionally, they are
treated in an unusual manner by the rest of the
society. They cannot be a part of the social events,
say students cannot study in schools with normal
students, elderly persons cannot work at work
places, and much more. Simple activities like going
and buying a commodity from the grocery shop is
very complicated task for the deaf and dumb
person. The gap between normal human beings and
deaf and dumb is wide and ever increasing day-byday. Today, the national count of hearing disabled
and mute persons throughout India is
approximately 17 lakh. Despite of this large
Keywords- Correlational based approach, Region number, very less research is done in order to
bridge the communication barrier.
of Intrest, Region growing,STT, TTS, ISL.
An attempt to bridge the communication barrier,
we propose an Application which helps normal and
I. INTRODUCTION
deaf and dumb people to effectively communicate
The current era is a zoom of technology. Each with each other. Human Computer Interaction and
and every field has an impact of the technological Image Processing are the related areas of research
advancements onto it. Once such rapidly growing which will help us build a solution to this problem.
technical advancement is the increasing impact of The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
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Section II we will introduce with modules included
in the application and the architectural diagrams of
the module. In the section III it mainly consists of
the processing description of the first module and
section IV contain the module description of the
second module of project, following acknowledge
and conclusion.
II. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
In this section, we present an overall description
of how we develop the solution. Our solution
consists of two main modules, as depicted below:
A. Conversion of real time video(ISL) to equivalent
human natural language speech.[1]
As shown by fig. 1, the process of drawing out
gestures from real time video and converting it to
natural language comprises of the following
phases:
•
•
•
•
•

Frame formation from real time video
Pre-processing and noise removal
Finding ROI using Region growing
Mapping using Correlation based approach
Relevant audio generation using Google TTS
API

Fig. 1. Overall view of real time video to speech

B. Mapping of human speech (natural language) to
animated videos corresponding to ISL gestures.
As shown in fig.2, the process of converting
natural language to corresponding gesture
animation equivalents comprises of following
phases:
•

•
•
•

Generation of text from real time audio speech
using Google STT API
Mapping text to gesture images in database.
Sequencing the images to form video
Display animated gesture video.
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image enhancement. Also, this technique is much
less expensive as compared to other methods. This
technique is based on equalizing the histogram of
the image and increasing the dynamic range
corresponding to the image [1]. Here, we use the
concept of reference image. All the input images
will be equalized to the reference image. So all the
input images will have equal amount of brightness
and other values.

Fig. 2. Overall view of speech to animated video

III. MODULE I
A. Frame formation from real time video
Video sequences for sign language gestures are
captured using the camera device. When we talk
about processing real time videos with computer, it
is complicated and tedious task as compared to
processing of images. Thus, we simplify this
process by breaking the video into image frames.
Basically, a video is nothing but huge sequence of
images captured at high data rate. So, formation of
frames form video is breaking the video into its
original base form that is images [2].
B. Pre-processing and noise removal
Nosie removal in image processing deals with
improving the image in terms of brightness,
accuracy and other similar factors. Histogram
based technique is one of the important technique
in image processing. This technique is also used for

C. Finding ROI using Region growing [1]
The main goal of image segmentation is domain
independent partitioning of an image into a set of
disjoint regions that are visually different,
homogeneous and meaningful with respect to some
characteristics or computed property such as grey
level, texture or colour to enable easy image
analysis [4]. Region based segmentation method is
used for partitioning the image into similar areas of
connected pixels through the application of
similarity criteria among candidate set of pixels.
Each of the pixel in the region is similar with
respect to some characteristics. For this approach,
we use Connected Component algorithm [3] in
order to identify the gesture region and to make
region growing computationally efficient, a block
based updating process is used. This method works
well even on input image with noise, shadow and
occlusion. First, given an input image, the system
selects the centre pixel to be the seed pixel for the
hand region to be grown. The remaining region is
defined as the source region φ ( φ=1- Ω). ). Next,
we set the size of the template window Ψ as 3*3
pixels. Once these parameters are defined, the
region-growing proceeds automatically. The four
main steps of our hand segmentation algorithm are
as follows:
Step 1: Computing patch priorities.
Given a patch p Ψ centre at the point p for some p,
where denotes the boundary of . This paper defines
its priority P(p) as the product of the three terms:
P(p)= D(p).C(p).M(p)
Where D(p), C(p) and M(p) respectively depict the
data term, the confidence term and the absolute
value of mean difference term.
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Step 2: Updating Region Growing
Once all priorities on the region front have been
computed, the patch up with the least priority is
found. Region growing data is extracted from the
source region Φ. After updating region growing,
the hand segmentation algorithm updates the front
related to patch Ψ. Then update the data term D(p),
which is near to the patch Ψ .
Step 3: Updating Confidence Values After the
patch Qi has been updated with new pixel values,
the confidence C(p) is updated as follows:
C(p)=C(q),
∀p ∈Ψq∩Ω
The rule is simple, but it measures the relative
confidence of patches on the region front without
specific image parameters.
Step 4: Updating the Absolute Value of Mean
Difference After updating the region growing
mean, then the algorithm updates the absolute
value of mean difference on the region front .
D. Mapping using Correlation based approach. [1]
The part of image that we get after finding region
of interest by using region growing method is
further used for feature extraction or selection.
Correlation based approach is mainly used for
matching this extracted features from inputted
image to the gesture image that is stored in
database. We find the correlation co-efficient
between the database image and the input image so
that the best match is obtained. The correlation
coefficient is computed between A and B, where A
and B are matrices or vectors of the same size.
Correlation Co-efficient
Correlation(r) =[
Where
N = Number of values or elements
X= First Score
Y= Second Score

ΣXY = Sum of the product of first and Second
Scores
ΣX = Sum of First Scores
ΣY = Sum of Second Scores
ΣX2 = Sum of square First Scores
ΣY2 = Sum of square Second Scores
E. Relevant audio generation using Google TTS
API.
At this phase, we have mapped sign language
gesture in text format. Generally, thinking it is
pretty good processing if successful conversion of
sign language gestures to relevant text data is
performed. But, for better Human Computer
Interaction, it is preferable to further process the
text and convert it to relevant natural language
speech. The Google TTS engine gives us all
provisions for conversion of text to relevant audio
natural speech.
IV. MODULE 2
A. Generation of text from real time audio speech
using Google STT API
This module aims at making the normal person
able to communicate successfully with the deaf and
dumb person. The normal human being is capable
of giving natural language as input from his side.
So, in order to process this natural language, the
first step is to generate text data out of audio speech
data. It is easy to process to text data as compared
to audio speech signals. The Google SST (Speech
to Text) API provides us with all the functionalities
and provisions to convert audio speech to
corresponding text for further processing.
B. Mapping text to gesture images in database.
In this phase the text which we get after applying
Google STT Engine is again extracted for its
specific characters. All this extracted characters are
then matched with the ISL gesture images that are
stored in database. Then finally user will get
sequence of gesture images for the corresponding
text.
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C. Sequencing the images to form video
This step deals with collecting together all the
images obtained in the previous step and playing
them together at a constant rate. The rate may vary
depending on the application in which the video is
to be used.
D. Display animated gesture video.
This phase deals with displaying the animated
gesture video with proper display settings.
Additional features like video display accuracy and
other such factors are considered here.
V. CONCLUSION
The proposed system Two Way Communicator
between Deaf and Dumb People and Normal
People aims at bridging the communication gap
between two strata of the society. The above
specified strategies prove efficient in terms of time
and accuracy. Further enhancements, can be made
in terms of implementing the communicator with
other sign languages like American Sign Language,
accent recognition for various accents throughout
the globe, emotion recognition in sign language and
language translation.
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